Chapter 12
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In the age of selfies, snaps, likes and shares, the internet and social media have transformed the way in which people communicate. In early 2019, global internet penetration reached 57%, or 4.4 billion users, and the overall number of mobile social media users reached 42%, or 3.2 billion people. This means that people are able to share ideas, communicate and interact more rapidly than ever before, including with audiences on the other side of the world. Terrorist groups have certainly leveraged these new mechanisms and platforms for communicating amongst themselves and to potential recruits. For example, the Islamic State of Iraq and al-Sham (ISIS) has been known for producing sleek videos circulated on YouTube and Twitter, and has mastered new and emerging technologies and social media platforms, such as Telegram; all to promote its messages and recruit new members in cyberspace.

This chapter focuses on the prevention of radicalization on social media and the internet in this digital age. It first reviews the relevant methods and approaches that terrorists employ to spread their propaganda and recruit online. Subsequently, it looks at some of the more common and emerging prevention and preparedness strategies which address the online space. Besides reviewing the theoretical foundations to prevent radicalization on social media and the internet, this chapter will also draw upon specific examples, predominantly from three regions: Europe, Southeast Asia and East Africa, to illustrate what some countries are doing to tackle the problem of online radicalization.
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Contemporary terrorist groups are the first generation whose members have grown up with access to the internet and social media. It should not be surprising, therefore, that these online platforms play a critical role in their approach to radicalizing and recruiting vulnerable individuals. In fact, social media and the internet have become increasingly useful facilitators of the promotion, incitement, intimidation, and radicalization of a much wider and previously unreachable audience.

Many terrorist organizations achieved great success through this approach. Online technologies, including social media, have many benefits - which are often leveraged by terrorist groups. They are able to reach audiences globally immediately, yet also tailor their messages to fit with different target audiences at the local level. They are able to develop rich content for the mass market, and still recruit individuals with privacy protections. Indeed, terrorist groups have proven to be innovative and adaptable, partially exploiting modern social communication systems and leveraging modern tools to achieve their aims.

Actors responsible for the prevention of online radicalization and recruitment face significant challenges. Most online platforms are owned and controlled by private companies, oftentimes under a different jurisdiction to that of the terrorists’ location. Additionally, many terrorist groups have internally emphasized the importance of these social media platforms for recruitment and in order to develop high-quality, attractive propaganda, as well as effective marketing strategies for content dissemination. Furthermore, the sheer volume of terrorist propaganda published on an assortment of platforms has made it particularly challenging to contain their online presence.

Despite this, there are a number of potential legislative and policy measures to address this challenge, including: blocking online content and access; filtering and removing content; empowering online communities to counter the narratives of violent extremism and terrorism; the promoting positive and alternative messages; as well as building digital resilience and media literacy.

In this regard, through the use of in-depth desk research, this chapter will first outline some of the methods used by terrorist groups for radicalization on social media and the internet. Subsequently, it will address prevention strategies that are being – and possibly could be – implemented by the private and public sectors.

**Terrorists’ Methods for Radicalization on Social Media and the Internet**

Due to the evolving nature and the vast variety of online platforms, as well as the breadth of exploitative techniques used, this section takes a broad approach when examining terrorists’ methods, focusing on major platforms available at the time of writing, but noting the likelihood of other platforms being used. The methods presented should not be seen to be the only approaches employed, but rather a limited sample to provide a basic framework for understanding. In this regard, this section addresses how terrorist organizations have used social media and the internet to: adjust their structures and aims; enhance the quality of their propaganda materials; disseminate their messages to wider audiences; and recruit through more secure messaging platforms and leveraging new technologies. Select case studies will be utilized throughout for practical clarification of how terrorists are interacting with, radicalizing, and recruiting, vulnerable individuals online.

**Structures, Dynamics and Aims of Terrorist Organizations**

Terrorist organizations are dynamic systems that adapt and evolve over time. Traditionally, terrorist organizations were thought to have a centralized, hierarchical structure in which the leaders at the top controlled the operations of the entire organization. These traditional
structures would often have a well-defined chain of command and control, with great specialization of functions for individuals and branches. This enabled hierarchical terrorist organizations to effectively maintain consistency in their disseminated message through specific individuals, but also increased the risk of interruption if the individual and/or unit was compromised.4

In recent years, social media and the internet have accelerated the speed, increased the complexity, and reduced the cost of sharing information. This has, in turn, supported the process of many terrorist organizations to reorganize themselves into a network style structure and enhanced the capacity of each cell and individual to operate more independently, especially for the dissemination of the organization’s messages. This reorganization has provided them with greater flexibility, responsiveness, resilience, and outreach.5 As a result, wider terrorist networks can remain operational, even if one or more cells are severely damaged or dismantled.6 For example, after 9/11, Al-Qaeda suffered from increased pressures, lost training camps in Afghanistan, and many of the pre-9/11 senior leadership had been killed or captured. Therefore, in order for Al-Qaeda to remain relevant, they had to shift their approach toward inspiring and guiding other violent extremist groups, even if only through loose connections. Abu Musab al-Suri was one of the principal instigators for this shift in structure and strategy, and the internet was exploited as a means to facilitate this shift. This change in approach resulted in significant global impacts, as witnessed by the formation of local affiliated groups which conducted terrorist attacks in Bali, London, and Madrid.7

Now, modern terrorist networks typically consist of widely distributed, smaller cells who communicate and coordinate their campaigns in an interweaving fashion.8 Relationships are often temporary and vary in intensity, depending on the task at hand. This has facilitated groups to develop not only wider internal connections, but external relationships as well, which tend to be based on shared norms, values, and mutual respect, rather than formed through formal bureaucratic structures.9

These characteristics of a networked approach were exemplified by the Charlie Hebdo attack, in Paris, France, in January 2015. One of the terrorists involved, Amedy Coulibaly, released a video stating that the attacks were carried out in the name of ISIS. However, the poor quality of the video suggested that this attack was not directly tied to ISIS’ central media hub, al-Hayat Media; rather this was likely a smaller cell coordinating independently.10 It was also reported that the other two terrorists involved, the Kouachi brothers, received $20,000 from Al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP), which highlights the increasing role of ad hoc external coalitions, caused by the networks communicating autonomously.11

In addition, the information revolution has also helped terrorist groups to move away from that of a traditional war model and move towards a new mode of conflict at societal levels. While terrorist organizations have always put effort into conducting psychological operations, they now have the capacity to conduct information operations on a much grander scale. Understanding the importance of knowledge and soft power, networked terrorists leverage social media and the internet for brand management12 and propaganda, with the aim to influence public opinion and attract new recruits. Previously, terrorist organizations relied on traditional media, such as television, radio, leaflets, print, and in-person conversations to conduct their psychological operations. However, the internet and social media now provide an opportunity for terrorist organizations to increase the volume and diversity of disseminated messages, including a localized approach by individual cells. Hence, while terrorist organizations have always recognized how conflicts revolve around knowledge and information, they now have greater control over the information available, and consequently place greater emphasis on information operations which “aim to attract or disorient rather than coerce, and that affect how secure a society, a military, or other actor feels about its knowledge of itself and of its adversaries.”13
In this regard, whilst terrorist propaganda will often depict violent behaviour, such as beheadings, with the intention of coercion or to encourage that such violence be imitated by others, some propaganda now also focuses on brand management, through the portrayal of a narrative that aims to attract individuals to their cause. Such narratives can take two approaches (or a combination of both): that which focuses on the personal incentives for joining the group (pull factors) and that which emphasizes or exaggerates the negative social, political, and/or economic conditions of the target population (push factors), thereby contributing towards a fertile environment for recruitment.

Moreover, the global reach of these online platforms has allowed terrorist networks to merge and spread across national boundaries, cultures, and languages. This has been manifesting itself through the increasing occurrence of global coalitions of previously separate terrorist organizations. Most noteworthy was the pledging of allegiance (bayat), to Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, the leader of ISIS. In light of geographic and security restrictions, which prevented oaths of allegiances being given in person, social media provided an alternative approach. In Southeast Asia, for example, several terrorist groups in the Philippines and Indonesia, including Maute, Abu Sayyaf, Katibat Ansar al Sharia, and Mujahidin Indonesian Timor, all pledged their allegiances via online videos. In response, acceptance of the pledges was also released through online video.

These adaptations, interactions, and behaviours highlight how the internet and social media have enabled terrorist groups to communicate, coalesce, and operate as global networks, while simultaneously providing greater freedoms for individual members and cells to coordinate, reach, and recruit target populations. Centralized messages can independently be adapted to a narrative that resonates in a localized context, in order to address the push and pull factors of the local population. ISIS, for example, has established media units in multiple regions, which are capable of producing sophisticated and locally contextualized propaganda materials, in the language and culture of the target population.

Videos, Images, and Magazines: Propaganda

In parallel to social media and the internet enabling terrorist organizations to operate globally and distribute controlled propaganda, the wide diversity and availability of digital equipment, such as high-definition (HD) cameras and editing software, has also empowered terrorist organizations to produce propaganda of a quality similar to that of Hollywood movie professionals and those of the best marketing firms. In fact, high quality propaganda has become increasingly important for a terrorist organization’s branding strategy. The use of attractive digital media and novel methods contributes to the amplification of their brand, and has become an approach taken by numerous terrorist groups other than ISIS. The logic behind it is clear: in the battle for hearts and minds, they need to stand out and inspire individuals so as to secure recruits in an increasingly competitive environment.

When propaganda can attract viewers as well as present a strong narrative that addresses the push and pull factors of local communities, it is likely to impact the radicalization process of vulnerable individuals. For example, Al-Hayat Media has produced many HD videos in the native languages of Europe, such as French and English, which targeted potential recruits and sympathizers by depicting life within ISIS territory as spiritually fulfilling, while at the same time declaring the European states to be immoral and unlawful. The production and distribution of such well-designed videos addresses the feelings of dissatisfaction present among parts of the European (diaspora) youth and offers a positive alternative. Such videos have played a significant role in the radicalization process of many young European Muslims and converts to Islam.

Another modern example of high-quality propaganda is that of the video game Salil al-Sawarem (The Clanging of Swords): a “first-person shooter” game that was modelled on the
popular Grand Theft Auto franchise, and aimed to gain publicity for - and draw attention to - ISIS. Trailers for the game were released on multiple websites and platforms across the internet, most notably YouTube, which at the time of the game’s release in 2014, had 3.5 billion views a month on its gaming channels alone.\textsuperscript{23} The use of cinematic productions and social media, and building on the engaging appeal of a videogame demonstrated the terrorists’ tactic of exploiting popular culture as a means of enhancing the virality of their propaganda, as well showcasing their approach to reach the target audience—in this case game-loving youth.\textsuperscript{24}

In this way, these types of sophisticated communications can easily go viral. The modern appearance assists with translating the terrorists’ violence into a language that is understandable for the average young viewer, thereby increasing the psychological impact on the target audience.\textsuperscript{25}

In addition to games, videos, and images, several terrorist groups also publish online magazines, and these publications appear to play an important role in online radicalization.\textsuperscript{26} The accessibility and popularity of sleek online magazines has reportedly contributed towards the successful enlargement of several terrorist organizations, including ISIS, through their magazines 	extit{Dabiq} and 	extit{Rumiyah}, Al-Qaeda via 	extit{Inspire}, and Al-Shabaab through 	extit{Gaidi Mtaani}.\textsuperscript{27}

Digital magazines provide their readers with a wide array of narratives in a single, well-presented package. Through the use of collective stories, individual stories, and event stories, terrorist magazines attempt to construct a wider narrative that resonates with their readers. In this regard, magazines can combine a multitude of various approaches. The inclusion of images that show fighters in militarized clothing has been shown to attract individuals to violence.\textsuperscript{28} Additionally, emphasis on masculinity and bravery has been found to appeal to individuals who desire excitement and are attracted to thrill seeking.\textsuperscript{29} The inclusion of other styles, such as the use of religious quotes, the presentation of members as heroic, their deaths as a sacrifice, and the portrayal of a common enemy, all have their own meanings, appeal to diverse readers, and lead towards a philosophical discussion and common ground.\textsuperscript{30}

A secondary use of digital magazines is that the purpose cannot just be to inspire readers, but also to supply them with technical instructions on how to carry out violent acts as lone actors, or provide them with advice on joining the terrorist group.\textsuperscript{31} The Boston Marathon bombing in 2013 was one such case. The brothers Tamerlan and Dzhokhar Tsarnaev, had read Al-Qaeda’s \textit{Inspire} magazine online, among other online propaganda, and claimed to have learnt how to make the bomb from an article in the magazine’s first issue, titled \textit{How to Make a Bomb in Your Mother’s Kitchen}.\textsuperscript{32}

The ability of terrorist organizations to produce inspiring, high quality propaganda that can be shared on social media and the internet has been of critical importance for their brand management and their approach to radicalization. In fact, social networking sites, such as Facebook, Twitter and YouTube, have become the modern-day tools that help to disseminate even the oldest of messages in a modern and relatable format.\textsuperscript{33}

**Social Networking Sites: Offering an Open Invitation to Everyone**

The rise of social networking sites has enabled individuals and terrorist organizations alike to share information with large audiences instantaneously, irrespective of their geographic distance. Terrorists and their followers too are now able to share materials which can travel outside of their own social circles and reach populations that were previously inaccessible.\textsuperscript{34}

The first terrorist to fully exploit this potential to an English-speaking audience was Anwar al-Awlaki, a US-born prominent Imam in AQAP dubbed the “bin Laden of the Internet.”\textsuperscript{35} He realized that despite the quality in which it was produced, online propaganda was not reaching as wide an audience as possible. In response, he pioneered the use of social networking sites to enlarge its scope, creating his own blog, Facebook page, and YouTube channel where he
frequently shared his increasingly sophisticated videos and the online magazine *Inspire*.\(^{36}\) Since then, terrorist organizations have specifically sought out Information Technology (IT) experts and skilled online marketers to lead their online propaganda campaigns,\(^ {37}\) which are now spread primarily via social networking sites.\(^ {38}\)

Most major social networking sites have instituted highly publicized and broad responses in an attempt to curtail the violent extremist content published on their platforms in recent years.\(^ {39}\) Unfortunately though, these platforms continue to be used by ideologues and recruiters, who remain adept at sharing propaganda and attracting followers.\(^ {40}\) In fact, an analysis of 1,000 pro-ISIS Facebook profiles from across 96 countries in 2018 found that the group’s Facebook networks are still growing globally, despite efforts to take down new accounts as they emerge and are identified.\(^ {41}\)

These sites, which have become instrumental for the sharing of high-quality propaganda materials, have also become instruments for personal storytelling and for providing platforms for terrorists to share their experiences. Moreover, through the avoidance of posts that contain images and videos that could be censored by the host platforms, many of these stories remain online. These intriguing and personal narratives promote viral imitation, and have become a central feature in the recruitment process, particularly as a means to inspire those in pursuit of a new identity.\(^ {42}\)

An example of one such case is that of Siti Khadijah alias Ummu Sabrina, an Indonesian woman who managed Facebook pages for Kabar Dunia Islam (KDI), a media wing of ISIS based in Indonesia. She became well-known after posting her experience of traveling to Syria with her husband and their four children, which she published on Facebook, in June 2014. Following this, she regularly posted about her life in Syria, promoting the terrorist group’s positive narrative of a monthly stipend, free schooling and healthcare, and how well her family had been treated. In response, her Facebook page was inundated with questions from Indonesians wanting to know how they too could travel to Syria. One Indonesian, for example, who went by the Facebook name Shabran Yaa Nafsi, was inspired by Siti Khadijah’s story and travelled with his family in 2015 to Syria, where he was later killed.\(^ {43}\)

A similar example from a different geographical location was that of Aqsa Mahmood, a Scottish woman who travelled to the conflict zone in Syria and Iraq in 2013, when she was 19 years old. British authorities suspected that her use of social media, including Twitter and Tumblr, had contributed towards the radicalization and recruitment of a number of British teenagers. Similar to Siti Khadijah, Mahmood used social media to promote positive images of life under ISIS, and would frequently post propaganda publications, poems, religious verses, quotes by prominent extremists, and advice on how to travel to Syria.\(^ {44}\) These messages reached a wide audience, and encouraged other Westerners to travel to Syria and join Mahmood in her new life.

In addition to personal narratives, social networking sites have been used to control the narratives surrounding an event. During the Westgate terrorist attack in Kenya in 2013, Al-Shabaab made extensive use of Twitter for this purpose. An analysis of 556 tweets posted by Al-Shabaab throughout the attack found that the aim of these tweets was to control the narrative and retain the audience while they were trending online.\(^ {45}\) This approach, which has also been used by other terrorist groups, is known as “Hijacking a Twitter Storm”: the posting of propaganda with a trending hashtag in order to take advantage of the huge traffic to greatly increase visibility.\(^ {46}\)

These examples, among others, all point in a similar direction; radicalization and recruitment through social networking sites are especially well-supported by personal narratives, stories, and first-hand reports, which are popularized and become viral. This in turn, then causes a chain reaction of imitations, particularly among those seeking to find their own identity.\(^ {47}\)
As well as using mainstream social media, such as those mentioned already, it should also be noted that terrorist groups use a wide range of various other social networking sites, including Flickr, Vimeo, Instagram, and SoundCloud, as well as their own blogs and websites, and file upload sites, such as Justpaste.it.\(^{48}\) Having a larger volume of content online not only assures visibility, but simultaneously grabs the attention of the mass media (news outlets), thereby propagating the exposure to the propaganda further. This style of increasing conspicuousness helps terrorist organizations to seem more powerful than they actually may be, a phenomenon referred to as “force multiplication,”\(^ {49}\) which can have significant results. By increasing their communications, even a small group can create an exaggerated representation of the group’s size, strength, and support in the community.\(^ {50}\) This, in turn, can then also directly affect reality: simply projecting the appearance of possessing many followers has been shown to increase the number of real followers.\(^ {51}\)

Furthermore, social networking sites provide support for the promotion of lone actors’ narratives as well. For example, on 15 March 2019, 51 people were killed during terrorist attacks on two mosques in Christchurch, New Zealand.\(^ {52}\) The day before the attacks, the perpetrator, a right-wing violent extremist, posted his manifesto on Twitter and although his account was suspended after the attack, the 74-page anti-immigrant manifesto went viral before suspension.\(^ {53}\) Additionally, the perpetrator live-streamed the attacks through Facebook Live, via a head-mounted camera. Again, while the attacker’s Facebook account was later removed, he streamed the attack for 17 minutes,\(^ {54}\) providing more exposure to his manifesto and narrative. In fact, this was further exacerbated by the copying and sharing of the video. In the first 24 hours after the attack, Facebook removed 1.5 million copies of the video and continued to find 800 visually distinct videos related to the original in the following days.\(^ {55}\) This clearly demonstrates how these platforms have provided extended scope for terrorist propaganda to reach a far wider audience than previously possible.

In addition to the messages and materials, the online accounts of violent extremists and terrorists are also frequently identified and deleted. However, these accounts are often reinstated multiple times after being removed, under different names or locations, allowing them to remain relatively unaffected by the implemented counter measures. For example, while ISIS has a limited number of central actors who are primarily responsible for online propaganda, no single individual account serves as an irreplaceable connection.\(^ {56}\) Moreover, as previously mentioned, terrorist propaganda can remain on a platform for long periods of time.\(^ {57}\) Such was the case of Ahmad Qadan, based in Sweden, who, through his Facebook profile, promoted ISIS and posted invitations such as “Contact me to support your brothers at the front,” which remained on his Facebook profile from May 2013 to June 2015, until it was removed from the platform.\(^ {58}\)

Qadan’s status highlights another key aspect of social networking sites: direct connections. As well as the use of these platforms for spreading sophisticated propaganda to wide audiences, and presenting personal narratives, they are also valuable to terrorist organizations for identifying and connecting with specific individuals who may be susceptible to recruitment.\(^ {59}\) However, having more explicit conversations with a potential recruit or fellow terrorist on a social networking site can leave these individuals more open to police monitoring. Therefore, once a recruiter identifies a potential recruit, they will often recommend moving over to a more secure platform to continue communications.\(^ {60}\) In other words, social networking sites are primarily used for disseminating propaganda and for radicalization purposes, e.g. by planting the seeds of dissatisfaction or offering alternative identities, which may not have been considered otherwise. On the other hand, private messaging channels are more often utilized for individual recruitment and coordination.
Messaging, Broadcasting and Channels

As the previous section has shown, online platforms have the potential to significantly influence the radicalization and recruitment process. Once a vulnerable individual who may be susceptible to recruitment is identified, the recruiter will often guide the person to a more secure means of communication: either a one-to-one messaging application or a forum/channel (such as 4chan, 8chan or 8kun) with like-minded individuals. Many recruiters now rely on unregulated and unpolicied mobile messaging applications such as WhatsApp, Telegram and Kik, in order to deepen the contact with a potential recruit. This highlights the importance of different types of social media platforms and different online media tools in the recruitment process. While some platforms and tools are more effective at spreading violent extremist messages to a broader audience, others aid the recruiter in guiding an individual towards one-to-one and eventually face-to-face interactions.

Encryption technology has been used by some terrorist organizations for the last couple of decades, for example, Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) was first created in the mid-1990s and Al-Qaeda’s Inspire magazine would share its public-key, so that anyone could send an encrypted message to the publishers of the magazine. However, most forms of encryption were primarily only available for higher ranking terrorists in an organization and mainly used for the coordination of attacks. Now, almost all terrorists and their recruiters make use of encryption technologies. In fact, terrorists now have access to a much larger market of encrypted communication options. For example, Skype, the internet-based telephone system, and one of today’s largest online communication tools, is encrypted, allowing terrorists to speak in real time without a major risk of anybody discovering the content of their conversations. Encrypted emails, like those offered by bitmessage.ch, also provide sophisticated methods for secure communications. Often not only is the original message encrypted but it is also sent to hundreds of other randomly selected accounts, making it virtually impossible to decipher who is the intended recipient who possesses the encryption key.

Telegram, a free messaging application which allows its users to instantly send text messages, voice messages, pictures, videos, and any file type, has become the application of choice for most modern terrorist organizations. This is because Telegram provides “secret chats” with end-to-end “military grade encryption,” which is not stored anywhere else but on the user’s phone, while not even being accessible by the platform provider. Additionally, the platform provides further security, such as passcode locking the application and self-destruct timers on messages after being read.

In Indonesia, the use of Telegram and other encrypted messaging services has reportedly contributed to the reinforcement of group solidarity, as members have been able to increase the sharing of information in a secure way. Bahrun Naim, who was one of ISIS’ top Indonesian propaganda distributors, used Telegram extensively. For example, in June 2015, Naim contacted a former friend, alias Ibad, via Facebook and connected him to his Telegram. They subsequently began to communicate about Ibad traveling to Syria via the encrypted service.

Although encryption offers terrorists security of content, it does not necessarily keep them anonymous. The so called “dark internet” service providers and anonymous operating systems can often be used in unison with these encryption communications in order to further ensure anonymity. The popular and often free means for achieving anonymity is “Virtual Private Networks” (VPN). These VPNs conceal a user’s IP address and can make it appear in one or multiple countries, preventing, or at least slowing down, the security agencies’ abilities to trace the source. The Onion Routing (TOR), originally created for the US Navy, is one such anonymous browser which utilizes such techniques. These easy and often free forms of encryption and online anonymity have greatly impacted the recruitment process by allowing
terrorists not only to send messages and files instantaneously, but to remain hidden and secure whilst doing so.

**Leveraging Artificial Intelligence and Emerging Online Technologies**

Finally, it is worth mentioning that terrorist groups are beginning to explore the use of Artificial Intelligence (AI) in their online radicalization and recruitment strategies. In the example from Indonesia above, Bahrun Naim also established a bot (an online “robot” application or program that autonomously completes tasks by interacting with systems and users) for communicating with potential recruits. The bot would greet users with an automated message in Bahasa Indonesian and subsequently share propaganda messages and videos, such as interviews with militants, as well as guides for the fabrication of homemade explosives. Al-Shabaab’s news agency, Shahada, also used a bot on Telegram. The bot would send users a link to the most recent channel, which allows Shahada to remain in constant connection with its followers, even after an iteration of their channel had been suspended. There is also speculation that more sophisticated language tools could be leveraged by terrorist groups to generate new content. For example, in a 2019 study, researchers speculated that open source AI tools, such as GPT-2, could be used by malicious actors, including terrorist groups, to post auto-generated commentary on current events, overwhelm conversations on social media channels, or re-direct conversations online to match with their ideological views. The report did not find evidence that GPT-2 was being used by terrorist groups, but it also found that existing auto-detection technology was not always able to distinguish human-generated extremist content from GPT-2-generated extremist content. This means that if terrorist groups begin to leverage open-source AI tools, it will take a human, not a machine, to accurately detect auto-generated terrorist content based on new technology.

Changes in internet structure and emerging technologies are also starting to be used by terrorist groups to circumvent detection, and this is complicating abilities to detect and take down terrorist content online. For example, the increasing use of decentralized web (DWeb) models, instead of centralized servers, mean that content can be stored across multiple users and multiple servers where hosting - and therefore takedown - cannot be controlled by a single source. A switch to using DWeb services by a terrorist group like ISIS would essentially mean their propaganda would be almost impossible to eliminate from the internet. As another example, the alt-right’s expanding use of social networks such as Gab has raised some alarm bells with counterterrorism researchers. In this case, Gab’s browser extension Dissenter allows for contentious debate and commentary on news articles that is not visible to anyone that does not have that extension installed, thus meaning automatic content detection is not usable on this platform. As new online technologies emerge, terrorists’ use of these technologies is always a potential danger for further radicalization and recruitment strategies.

In summary, the internet and social media have been leveraged by terrorist organizations, which has also been correlated with a restructuring of organizations into local network cells that report globally but respond locally. Subsequently, terrorist groups have increased the sophistication of their propaganda materials and used social networking sites for dissemination. These platforms are also used to share personal and relatable messages that feed into their wider narrative. Essentially, social media and the internet have given terrorist organizations the means to effectively manage their brand both at a global and a local level. In addition, once a vulnerable individual is identified, encrypted messaging services can be used for the provision of specific information on how to carry out attacks or join the terrorist organization. These methods of exploitation of social media and the internet pose considerable challenges for government authorities to prevent and counter online radicalization, either due to the sheer volume of online materials shared, the attractiveness of the narrative, or through high-end encryption software which makes it difficult to track. Moreover, new and emerging
online technologies, such as AI and DWeb, if appropriately leveraged by terrorist groups, have the potential to further complicate potential prevention efforts aimed at reducing radicalization and recruitment through online channels.

Prevention Strategies for Radicalization on Social Media and the Internet

Noting the elaborate techniques used by terrorist groups that were outlined in the previous section, this chapter will now turn to possible solutions for preventing and countering radicalization on social media and the internet. Drawing on a strategy proposed by Stevens and Neumann, this chapter will examine three broad areas of how prevention of radicalization online might be possible: preventing the spread of terrorist content online (deterring producers); empowering online communities to counter the narratives of violent extremism and terrorism online and promote positive and alternative messages; and building digital resilience and media literacy (reducing the appeal).\textsuperscript{80}

\textbf{Preventing the Spread of Terrorist Content Online}

The first strategy for preventing radicalization on social media and the internet involves preventing and prohibiting the spread of terrorist content and propaganda in the online space using digital mechanisms and tools. This includes: legislative and policy measures; blocking content and access to social media platforms; and filtering and removal of terrorist content from platforms. These mechanisms are intertwined, as the legislation around digital prevention can only be adapted and changed as new technological tools emerge in the space of prevention.

It should be noted that preventing the spread of terrorist content online involves leveraging technology and platforms that are usually owned by the private sector, so public-private partnerships and cooperation are critical in this particular strategy. One example of this sort of partnership is Tech Against Terrorism, an initiative developed in support of the United Nations (UN) Security Council Resolution 2354 (2017) to tackle terrorist narratives online.\textsuperscript{81} The project builds the capacity of smaller start-up companies and provides online tools for the private sector technology industry to prevent the spread of terrorist content on their platforms. The project involves multiple private sector companies, such as Facebook, and regularly works with the UN Security Council bodies.

\textbf{Legislative Measures: The Challenge of Creating Smart Regulation}

The first method for preventing the spread of terrorist content online is through the use of legislation and policies that set regulations for prosecuting individuals and organizations. Some legislation penalizes the content itself, making it illegal for individuals or companies to host content online. For example, although it does not directly address only terrorist content, the German \textit{Netzwerkdurchsetzungsgesetz} (Network Enforcement Act, \textquotedblright\textit{NetzDG\textquotedblright\textsuperscript{)}) sets the penalties for spreading hate speech and fake news online for up to 5 million euros for individuals and 50 million euros for organizations.\textsuperscript{82} Under the definition of hate speech and fake news, the list of potential \textquotedblleft unlawfully\textquotedblright material include advocating actions against the democratic constitutional state, public order, personal honour, and sexual self-determination.\textsuperscript{83}

Other legislative measures focus more on the specifics of how the private sector should prevent terrorist content on their platforms. Since 2019, there has been increasing pressure on the private sector to step up its efforts. For example, with reference to a letter sent by the Chairman of the Homeland Security Subcommittee on Intelligence and Counterterrorism of the United States to members of the Global Internet Forum to Counter Terrorism (GIFCT) in
March 2019, Facebook, Twitter, Microsoft, and YouTube were requested to provide information on their annual budgets to curb extremism on their platforms. When information was not provided as requested, US Rep. Thomson and US Rep. Rose remarked in a press release:

“The fact that some of the largest corporations in the world are unable to tell us what they are specifically doing to stop terrorist and extremist content is not acceptable… broad platitudes and vague explanations of safety procedures aren’t enough. We need a full accounting of what is being done.”

Similarly, the European Parliament passed legislation called “Tackling the dissemination of terrorist content online” as a result of a 17 April 2019 resolution. The regulation aims to avoid the “misuse of hosting services for terrorist purposes and contributing to the public security in European societies.”

The legislation focuses specifically on what can be done by “hosting services” - i.e. social media platforms - in content regulation and takedown. It should be noted that some of the more controversial parts of the plan, such as the requirement to take down terrorist content within one hour of posting, had been scaled back to give private sector companies more time to complete this task.

There are many challenges related to legislation and policy methods for preventing the spread of terrorist content online. Since policymakers tend not to be experts in communication technology, there is sometimes a misunderstanding of how internet and social media companies work, and which new technologies are available. There seems to be a general understanding from governments of how the mainstream social media platforms and tech giants operate (e.g. Facebook, Instagram, WhatsApp, Twitter, Microsoft, YouTube, and Google), but there is much less known about services offered by smaller companies such as Telegram, Signal, Ask.fm, Tumblr, Line, Kik, Qzone, Sina Weibo, Reddit, and many others. As new technologies such as AI and DWeb emerge, policymakers also struggle to keep up with the latest information and challenges associated with those technologies, and therefore are limited in their responses.

Even less is known about how to moderate or regulate these platforms for preventing terrorist content online. In this regard, ensuring that governments and the private sector are working together in partnership is even more critical for smaller platforms that are less well-known.

As an example of this challenge, arguments against the EU’s Terrorist Content Regulation have expressed that the adoption of the legislation may lead technology and social media platforms to “adopt poorly understood tools” to address violent extremism and terrorism online, and that “lawmakers and the public have no meaningful information about how well the [tools] serve this goal, and at what cost to democratic values and individual human rights.”

In other words, there is a lack of evidence that the proposed tools are actually effective at successfully preventing terrorist content from spreading, and the consequences of such aggressive takedown could lead to unintentional infringements of human rights (e.g. limiting freedom of speech), should those methods not be proven to be efficient or effective.

### Blocking Content and Access: Balancing Safety and Freedom of Expression

One of the approaches to preventing terrorism online undertaken by a number of governments has been to block access to a terrorist group’s internet and social media channels. This has ranged from blocking individual websites and social media pages to blocking entire social media platforms. For example, in the aftermath of the 2019 Easter attacks on churches, hotels, and popular tourist sites in Sri Lanka, the government temporarily blocked all access to Facebook, Facebook Messenger, Instagram, WhatsApp, YouTube, and Viber. This temporarily restricted the communications channels in the face of the imminent threat of more attacks across the country, but it also restricted the ability of Sri Lankans, expats, and tourists...
to communicate about their safety. In a similar way, Indonesia also blocked the popular social media application Telegram in 2017, after growing concerns of the influence of ISIS in the region and the use of Telegram in particular for spreading its messages on private Telegram channels.91

While on one hand, blocking websites, social media pages and entire social media platforms slows down the spread of terrorist messages online, it also slows down normal communications channels for the rest of the population. That is, while temporarily blocking access to content may be effective for short-term crisis situations like the aftermath of the multi-pronged jihadist attacks in Sri Lanka, long-term blocking will end up forcing terrorist groups and the general population alike to seek alternative forms of communication. For example, in this way, if WhatsApp is blocked in one country, another application is likely to take its place that will have similar features, and the population - and the terrorists - will regain their ability to communicate. There have also been allegations that blocking access to social media content is an infringement of fundamental human rights, and that blocking content has been used to prevent the spread of ideas of political opposition groups. In this regard, governments may need to consider balancing their efforts to block websites with ensuring basic human rights under international law, and see to it that basic human rights are not violated by their actions.

**Takedown and Filtering of Terrorist Content**

A third way to prevent the spread of terrorist content online is through the takedown of individual posts or websites by technology companies themselves or by third parties. This can be done in several ways: requests from government entities to remove pieces of content; the self-regulation of technology companies to remove content; artificial intelligence such as “upload filters” and; through individual hackers and civil society-led content takedown.

In most of the known cases, government bodies ask private sector companies to remove content on their platforms if it is identified as terrorist content. This is done through careful cooperation between intelligence and law enforcement entities and those companies. For example, Europol’s Internet Referral Unit (EU IRU) is tasked to support EU authorities in flagging terrorist and violent extremist content online and sharing it with relevant partners. As of December 2017, the EU IRU assessed over 40,000 pieces of content across 80 platforms in ten languages, and 86% of the content flagged by this unit was successfully removed.92

In addition to cooperating with governments, the main tech giants tend to have relatively elaborate policies to make it more difficult for their platforms to become havens for terrorist content. For example, Facebook’s counterterrorism policy states that there is no place for terrorism on Facebook,93 using an academic definition of terrorism that is predicated on behaviour - not ideology.94 Filtering and content takedown can be increased by the average social media user reporting on potential terrorist content, and Facebook’s policies have particular terms of use which requires users to abide by certain behaviours and rules - otherwise risking their profiles being suspended or blocked. Once a particular item or post is flagged by a user, there is a dedicated team of experts (content moderators) reviewing the content to decide if it should remain online or offline. Twitter’s policy around terrorism is similar in that its users “may not threaten or promote terrorism or violent extremism.”95 Twitter users can report Tweets that violate this policy, indicating that it is “abusive or harmful” and “threatening violence or physical harm.”96 YouTube has also developed a “Trusted Flagger” program which consists of individuals, government agencies, and NGOs working in various locations across the world that actively monitor content on YouTube, and flag content that violates their Community Guidelines.97 The purpose of this program is to ensure that there are relevant local experts that understand the contextual and linguistic nuances of content being uploaded online.
The content flagged by the “Trusted Flagger” program receives higher priority for review by content moderators.

Another way for social media platforms to remove terrorist content from their platforms is through the use of AI. For example, image matching systems categorize previously removed terrorist content, and block the upload of new images or videos that are the same. The GIFCT has developed a “Hash Database”: a shared list of the “hashes” or unique digital fingerprints of terrorist imagery and recruitment videos. Members of the GIFCT are able to share new content with each other so that it can be removed before it spreads online. However, it should be noted that there are certain limitations to this database - notably that the “hashes” have to be exact matches to the original file data. In this way, images or videos that are manipulated slightly by users will not match the “hash” and therefore would not be recognized by the AI systems. In the meantime, social media companies are working with more sophisticated AI tools internally to become better and smarter at recognizing terrorist content automatically on their platforms.

In an April 2019 resolution taken by the EU, it was suggested that it become mandatory for companies to use “upload filters” - technological mechanisms that prevent content from being uploaded to social media sites if suspected of being terrorist content. The pressure to implement “upload filters” was exacerbated after the Christchurch attack in March 2019 - where the perpetrator live-streamed the attack on Facebook. Facebook subsequently reported that it removed 1.5 million videos circulated afterwards. However, it should be noted that the effectiveness of “upload filters” and AI mechanisms is still unknown, and more research is needed in this field to ensure the technology and content detection are evolving as the terrorist threat evolves. As such, at the same time that social media companies continue to improve their AI systems, regulatory bodies should also factor in new technologies - and their limitations - in automatic content detection to their new policies.

Individuals also have the ability to directly combat terrorist propaganda online. As an example, a group of hackers linked to the “Anonymous Collective” also “declared war” on ISIS’ online accounts and propaganda through #OpISIS, a hacking campaign that aimed to report, interfere and disrupt suspected ISIS accounts. The campaign initially exposed 70 ISIS-linked websites and 26,000 Twitter accounts being used for recruitment, communications, and intelligence-gathering, which were later investigated and taken down by authorities.

There are several challenges with content takedown on social media platforms. First of all, content takedown requires a certain level of knowledge of the material (e.g. terrorist content) by those moderators charged with removing it. In some circumstances, human content moderators are faced with difficulties discriminating between legal and illegal content, and often face a “grey area” making it hard to decide whether something should or should not be considered in violation of company policies. For example, would a historical photo of Germany with Nazi flag in the background be considered neo-Nazi propaganda? The determination of how this might be a violation of company policy may depend on the context, comments and placement of the photo on the platform by the user. Appropriate staff training and expertise is needed to ensure appropriate content takedown - which of course requires resources. While these resources may be more readily available for larger companies, smaller platforms struggle to keep up with the knowledge and resources required for preventing terrorist content on their platforms.

Moreover, even the larger companies struggle to employ experts that have nuanced language and cultural expertise. For example, Facebook came under fire by the media over its inability to take down hate speech on Rohingya in Myanmar in April 2018. Reuters was able to find over 1,000 examples of posts, comments and images attacking Rohingya communities on Facebook, which resulted in Facebook reacting by ramping up operations and more closely monitoring content in Myanmar. Facebook was originally not equipped to handle the hate speech online due to a lack of experts with Burmese language and cultural
skills, the use of slang and obscure language used to identify target groups, and the sheer volume of hate speech against the Rohingya community, something not anticipated by Facebook at the time.

In the same vein, as removing and filtering terrorist content slows down the flow of terrorist propaganda, it does not stop it entirely. One critic explained the challenge using the “Whack-A-Mole” metaphor - alluding to the “amusement park classic where one takes a mallet to a seemingly unending set of furry rodents that pop up at random from holes in a big board.”

When content is taken down from one website, a replacement (or several) is made on a different channel. The online environment is constantly changing, and those charged with content takedown and filtering are met with an unending and exponentially growing supply of the same material appearing across different platforms.

**Countering the Narratives of Violent Extremism and Terrorism Online**

A second strategy for preventing radicalization on social media and the internet is related to countering (directly or indirectly) the narratives of violent extremism and terrorism in the online/digital space. The terminology of “counter-narratives” has been hotly debated in the CVE community, and while a robust debate of the definition of a counter-narrative is outside the scope of this chapter, it is important to take a commonly accepted definition of a “counter-narrative” as an attempt “to challenge extremist and violent extremist messages, whether directly or indirectly through a range of online and offline means.”

There are several points related to this strategy worth mentioning. First of all, the strategy of countering narratives in the online space should always take into consideration the target audience through the local context. If a counter-narrative does not address the grievances or needs of those joining terrorist groups, or counter the attractions of terrorist propaganda, then the counter-narrative surely will not be effective. This can be accomplished partially through empowering communities, both online and offline, with the appropriate knowledge, skills and tools to contest and counter the messages of violent extremism and terrorism in their networks. In this sense, some organizations have provided capacity-building to “local voices” as part of their broader communications campaign against terrorism. An example of this approach is the Kenya-based YADEN’s #insolidarity campaign. The initiative provides capacity-building, tools, and platforms for youth to develop their own messages and share their stories about how terrorism has influenced their lives.

Second, it is recommended that the design and structure of a counter-narrative focus on the development of a counter-narrative that is tailored to a specific target audience. Hedayah has developed a “How-To Guide” as well as several capacity-building modules that provide guidance for organizations looking to enhance their counter-narratives and campaigns. The nine steps outlined in Hedayah’s framework take a marketing perspective that is needs-based, whereby the context and target audience are carefully defined in the beginning of the process. This process is consistent with the integrated marketing communications (IMC) approach whereby significant research on the target audience is conducted at the outset, and strategic messages simultaneously target decision-makers and peripheral observers to achieve the maximum impact. As one youth-worker from Kenya noted, terrorists use this same strategy in their communications techniques: “propaganda is seen as ‘rebel cool’ because it shows defiance and rebellion against governments.” On the other hand, their organization’s peaceful protests were sometimes viewed by the community with scepticism, noting that their organization received complaints when police did not show up or aggressively confront protesters “because it is ‘cool’ to be seen as rebellious.” In this example, the actions taken by the youth organization were rejected by their target audience because it was not adapted to their perceptions of being “cool.”
Once the target audience is identified, one of the most critical steps is to determine which messenger would be most effective at influencing that target audience. In this case, the counter-narrative needs to critically integrate a messenger that the target audience is most likely to listen to. For example, in Pakistan, the pop star Haroon created a cartoon series called *Burka Avenger*, based on a teacher at a girls’ school fighting evil with books, pens, and martial arts. As a messenger, Haroon’s celebrity status drew in an audience for *Burka Avenger* to deliver messages of peace, tolerance, acceptance, cooperation, gender-equality, and other critical values. Although the message was not necessarily designed to counter terrorism, the messenger for these positive messages was effective at reaching a broader and more relevant audience.

Finally, the content of a counter-narrative needs to both be attractive, but also provide the right information that prevents individuals from being allured by the terrorist group. This can be done in several ways: deconstructing terrorists’ arguments (pointing out where they got the facts wrong); undermining the credibility of the group; and providing alternative narratives that emphasize non-violent actions. It is also crucial that counter-narratives are complemented by positive actions; mere words and pictures are not enough to persuade most dissatisfied people if unaccompanied by credible and matching deeds.

### Deconstructing Terrorist Arguments

The first way of preventing terrorism online through counter-narratives is by directly engaging with and deconstructing the arguments of terrorist groups. Despite the direct engagement with terrorists or potential terrorists, the target audience for this type of strategy is actually not the individuals or group themselves - but the broader “theatre” of those that might be watching, listening, and following publicly-available forums. A specific example of this sort of deconstructive “theatre” can be seen through the public debate on Twitter between journalists, scholars, and religious leaders and the American Al-Shabaab terrorist Omar Hammami. Some narratives aimed at Hammami attempted to persuade him to turn himself in, and exploited the schism between Hammami and Al-Shabaab’s leadership as an entry point. For example, after an attempt on Hammami’s life by Al-Shabaab, J.M. Berger tweeted, “Looks like you were within a quarter inch of dying… Perhaps it’s time to come in now.” Others deconstructed his ideological and religious claims, using the Qur’an and Sunnah to contradict the justifications Hammami was making about jihad and his struggle against the West. While Berger was also hoping to personally persuade Hammami to surrender, it also had the effect of delivering a message to those followers closely watching Hammami’s accounts.

### De-legitimizing Terrorist Groups and Actions

A second counter-narrative method is to de-legitimize the message of terrorist groups by exploiting inaccurate information disseminated by terrorist groups, or leveraging humour and sarcasm to discredit a particular message or the organization as a whole. It is hypothesized that leveraging the voices of former terrorists (“formers” or “defectors”) can assist in discrediting the group, and indeed some counter-narratives have exploited this idea. Former soldiers can draw attention to the hypocrisies of a group, such as highlighting corruption or injustice, or speaking to a reality that is inconsistent with what is promised by propaganda videos and recruiters. For example, Abu Abdallah, a former ISIS soldier, explained the oppression, punishments, and killings that took place under the rule of ISIS in Syria in an Arabic-language video “Inside ad-Dawlah.” Areeb Majeed, a suspected ISIS member from India, explained how he had been asked to conduct “menial tasks like cleaning toilets or providing water to those on the battlefield, instead of being pushed into the warzone” partially due to racial discrimination because “Indians were considered physically weak.”
Humour and sarcasm can also be used to discredit terrorist groups. One example is the case of Japan “winning the internet” through a technique Huey calls “political jamming,” or “a subversive, satirical activity that draws on humour to reinforce ideological messages.” After the 20 January 2015 release of an ISIS YouTube video of two Japanese hostages, Kenji Goto Jogo and Haruna Yukawa, the Japanese public responded with screenshots of the video, photoshopped to ridicule ISIS. The hashtags #ISISCrappyCollageGrandPrix and #ISISPhotoshopGrandPrix encouraged more memes and photoshopped images to circulate. The message from Japan to ISIS was clear: the Japanese were not intimidated by ISIS.

**Positive Messages and Alternatives to Terrorism**

Finally, instead of countering - or reacting to - the messages of terrorist groups, preventing terrorism online can focus on promoting positive and alternative messages to terrorism. These messages can address both structural or personal grievances such as building positive identities and enhancing social cohesion. There are several examples of alternative narratives worth mentioning here. In the Indonesian context, the Nahdlatul Ulama (NU), one of the largest Muslim organizations in the world, has been conducting a campaign focused on highlighting Islam Nusantara, or Indonesian Islam, the tenants of which are outlined in a 90-minute film, “The Divine Grace of Islam Nusantara.” The principles of Islam Nusantara emphasize the religious and cultural identity components of Islam in Indonesia that are uniquely Southeast Asian, and run contrary, in some cases, to more Salafist interpretations of Islam that are perceived by some to be “foreign.” In March 2019, the NU announced that they recommend eliminating the use of the Arabic word kafir (infidels) to describe non-Muslims, and instead advocated for the use of the word muwathinun to emphasize that both Muslims and non-Muslims were equal in terms of citizenship in Indonesia.

One important component of alternative messaging is to provide a non-violent action that still addresses grievances that communities might have which can be underlying drivers of radicalization. For example, in South Sudan, the Anataban (meaning “I am tired”) campaign supports the “tired” people of South Sudan through music and art that promotes peaceful and non-violent movements. A video published in 2017, “Soutna,” meaning “Our Voice,” states “we need peace desperately in order to achieve a bloodshed free 2017,” encouraging users to use #Bloodshedfree2017 on their social media posts. The video shows young South Sudanese peacefully demonstrating in their communities and participating in actions such as voting and stating “we raise our voices to peace.” The Anataban movement recognizes that violence and corruption are normalized in South Sudan and citizens are encouraged to take proactive steps towards peace while not tolerating violence in their communities.

Developing counter-narratives does not come without criticisms or challenges. First, there is always the question around how these efforts can be measured and evaluated. There are very few studies that look at the impact and effectiveness of counter-narratives, although this body of literature is growing with efforts to find communications solutions that work in the space of terrorism prevention. Some studies have attempted to evaluate the effects of counter-narrative campaigns. For example, an initiative by students at Simon Fraser University in Vancouver, Canada, created the “Voices Against Extremism” project which included several components. The “Stories of Resilience” campaign featured students and average Canadians explaining “how extremism has affected their lives as well as their thoughts and opinions on community and Canadian identity.” It also included a YouTube video titled “An Evolution of Violent Extremism &Terrorism” to provide more information to students on the effects of violent extremism, and featured an art gallery event called “Art is H.E.R.E: Reshaping Identities.” The project reached over 160,000 individuals on their online campaigns, and an additional 100 individuals (students) through their offline engagements. However, the
evaluation of the campaign included largely superficial measurements; there is no evidence of impact on cognitive and behavioural changes.

Another study by McDowell-Smith, Specchard and Yayla (2017) examined the effects of counter-narrative videos on the perceptions of college students in the US. The study showed several video campaigns using defectors from ISIS to a group of college students and asked them to provide information on their perspectives regarding the effectiveness of the campaign. One critical limitation to this study was, of course, that the average US college student is not radicalized, and therefore the effectiveness of the campaigns can only be considered in terms of a wider “youth” population, but not with respect to the potential target population of youth that may be interested in joining ISIS.

Perhaps one of the best in-depth studies specifically on counter-narratives was conducted by the Institute for Strategic Dialogue on three counter-narrative campaigns: “Exit USA,” “Average Mohammad,” and “Harakat ut Taleem.” This study seems to be unique in that it starts to look at measures of engagement and impact, rather than simply measures of the scope or reach of the campaigns. Using analytical tools such as assessing the sentiment of the comments or anecdotes of sustained engagement (both constructive and antagonistic), this study started to examine the potential impact of the campaigns on changing attitudes of the target audience. For example, the “Exit USA” campaign had the effect of soliciting a sustained engagement with a former white supremacist who was thinking of returning to the group, and managed to persuade him to participate in Exit USA’s activities, thereby deterring him from re-engaging from the group.

Second, there are potential considerations for “blowback” if certain parts of the message or the messenger are not right, and there have been examples where campaigns against violent extremism have actually made the problem worse. Campaigns countering the message of terrorist groups may provide a platform for terrorists to make their arguments in a more public way - drawing attention to their arguments rather than detracting from them. A frequently-cited example of the “blowback” effect of a communications campaign is that the media coverage on Iraq and Afghanistan, specifically the coverage of detention facilities in Guantanamo Bay and Abu Ghraib, reduced the support on the ground in these countries for the American actions there.

The third challenge relates to some communications strategies that have attempted to flood the Internet with messages directly countering terrorists’ messages in the hopes that this would overwhelm communications channels with the “right” messages. The US Department of State also took on this strategy through the Center for Strategic Counter-Terrorism Communications (CSCC), now relabelled Global Engagement Center, whereby their digital outreach team (DOT) “cras[hed] various online forums to troll ISIS sympathizers and regularly jumps onto pro-ISIS Twitter hashtags.” By “hijacking” the hashtags, CSCC’s DOT intended to make available a larger quantity of counter-messages than the violent extremist content.

However, there is little evidence to suggest that this approach has been effective at reducing the appeal of terrorism or preventing radicalization online. This is because the trajectory from the development and distribution of a communications product to the consumption of its message to the potential impact on an individuals’ behaviour is a complex process. Research suggests that most participants in foreign fighting and/or terrorist activities are not primarily recruited online, but rather by “real-world” connections to social networks. As Archetti outlines, consumers of information engage in an active selection of the materials on which to focus, meaning consumers only “buy” into the information that catches their attention or appeals to them in some way. In this sense, the mere availability of a message, or the number of times it appears to have been viewed, does not directly translate into interest, or impact on cognitive processes, let alone impact on behaviour. Obviously, availability alone is not correlated with behavioural change; all individuals that view a video by ISIS online do not necessarily become radicalized. Otherwise, there would be a very strange pool of “radicalized”
counterterrorism experts and researchers that regularly view terrorist content in the hope to understand the content and messaging techniques used by various terrorist organizations.

At the same time, and what is easily illustrated by the spread of terrorist messages, is that few individuals can be responsible for an idea that goes “viral” and reaches a large audience. According to Malcom Gladwell’s Law of the Few, 20% of participants are responsible for 80% of the work as long as that 20% includes the right mix of actors: connectors, or those that bring the network together; mavens, or those “experts” that provide new information to the group; and salesmen, or those that bring charisma and powerful negotiating skills to the participants. Saifudeen argues that groups like ISIS and Al-Qaeda have adopted a communications model that applies this theory. ISIS “fanboys” are the connectors that spread the message easily to their networks, fighters are the mavens that offer information and experience from the battlefield, and leaders like Anwar al-Awlaki are the salesmen that give credibility and charisma to the ideas.

Last, there seems to be a lack of emotional appeal for many of the counter-narratives that are devised and constructed online, especially those that are more direct and targeted towards terrorist content. For example, the Religious Rehabilitation Group (RRG) operating out of Singapore provides a point-by-point deconstruction of the ideologies leveraged by groups such as Al-Qaeda and ISIS in an attempt to discredit them. However, as Archetti puts it, “Narratives… are much more than rhetorical devices… they have deep roots: they are socially constructed.” Ferguson also argues that, “questions around why certain [violent extremist] VE narratives can be so powerful are rarely addressed in detail in contemporary grey CVE literature… VE narratives are successful… because they tap into, and seemingly confirm, existing beliefs of anxieties.” The narratives that terrorist groups offer are highly emotional, and therefore the counter-narratives need to reflect this same principle.

### Building Digital Resilience and Media Literacy

In today’s digital age, there is a massive challenge related to “fake news,” “misinformation,” and “disinformation,” which are tactics employed by political actors and terrorist groups alike. A third and final strategy for the prevention of terrorism online is through building digital resilience and media literacy skills. This is premised on two assumptions. Firstly, that by building digital resilience and media literacy, the average citizen is able to peacefully overcome grievances that might lead to radicalization that are based incorrectly on misinformation or disinformation. Secondly, that a citizen that is able to evaluate both the content of the information provided and the credibility of the source more effectively, would less likely be persuaded by terrorist propaganda.

The terms “fake news,” “misinformation,” and “disinformation” are sometimes used interchangeably, so it is first of all important to define these terms for the purposes of preventing terrorism. “Fake news” can be defined as “fabricated information that mimics news media content in form, but not in organizational process or intent,” whereas “misinformation” is “false or misleading information, and “disinformation” is “false information that is purposely spread to deceive people.” All of these types of content are leveraged by many different kinds of actors (including politicians and terrorist groups) - and are not always intended to do harm. However, these tools are also employed by terrorist organizations, and can have the effect of exacerbating structural or societal grievances or other push factors that may lead to radicalization or recruitment. Moreover, these tactics may emphasize underlying black-and-white thinking or encourage polarizing worldviews that lead to divisions in society. These tactics can also play upon pull factors that may make a terrorist group or ideology seem more attractive. Combined with divisive rhetoric used in hate speech and by terrorist groups that exacerbate “us” versus “them” thinking, tactics employing “fake news,” “misinformation,” and “disinformation” can be dangerous.
It is important, therefore, that skills and mechanisms for building digital and media literacy are enhanced as part of a comprehensive way of preventing terrorism online and in social media. This means that potentially vulnerable youth should be equipped with the appropriate skills to navigate the challenging communications environment they experience every day, including a large social media presence online. This environment is often filled with conflicting messages - and determining which of those messages are credible and which are false is a complex skill to be cultivated. This approach has been adopted in UNESCO’s preventing violent extremism (PVE) efforts, noting the importance of responsible behaviour online and offline as part of an individual’s responsibility as a “digital citizen.”

Even ISIS has caught on to the importance of digital and media literacy, but has distorted this concept to serve its own aims. For example, in an infographic titled *Rumors*, ISIS warns against the danger of rumours that “distort a person or a group of Muslims,” or “demoralize the Muslims in times of hardship,” or “dividing the Muslims and making problems between them,” among others. The infographic was accompanied with advice on how to fight rumours, and how these can be damaging to Muslims.

The formal education sector also plays a significant role in ensuring students are able to differentiate between various kinds of tactics that are used by terrorist groups to spread their messages. To aid the education sector, there are a number of resources available to teachers to better enhance their abilities to teach students about digital resilience. For example, UNESCO has a number of tools, including a framework and assessment tools, to monitor the progress of digital literacy skills worldwide, in support of Sustainable Development Goal #4 on Quality Education. The framework provides guidelines on a number of different digital competencies that include:

- information and data literacy (e.g. browsing, searching, and evaluating data online);
- communication and collaboration (e.g. interacting, sharing, and collaborating using digital technologies);
- digital content creation (e.g. developing digital content, copyrights, and licensing);
- safety (e.g. protecting devices, personal data, and well-being); and
- problem solving (e.g. identifying needs and digital/technical responses).

It goes without saying that the digital literacy framework is broader than supporting terrorism prevention online, and is intended to be integrated into school systems globally.

Social media and technology companies have also dedicated quite a few resources to educating the public on digital and media literacy skills. For example, Google for Education also has a number of digital tools for teachers that provide educators with ways to bring hands-on learning to digital and media literacy. They have a suite of lesson plans, activities, and video tutorials dedicated to assisting teachers in cultivating digital skills in their students. Facebook also has developed a Digital Literacy Library comprised of lesson plans designed to help youth develop digital skills, both inside and outside the classroom.

While digital and media literacy of course have other possible effects in addition to preventing terrorism, digital resilience for the purpose of terrorism prevention should focus on verifying the credibility of the sources and methods of the content under question. The Tony Blair Institute for Global Change suggest the “RAVEN” method for determining the credibility of Internet sites in relation to identifying terrorist propaganda:

- Reputation: The student examines the credibility of the website or author.
- Ability to see: The student questions if the person writing is in a position to be well-informed about the issue.
- Vested interest: The student questions if the author stands to gain anything by having a certain point of view.
• Expertise: The student questions if the author is qualified to know what s/he is talking about through training or background.
• Neutrality: The student questions if the content is neutral, and if not, why the author might be taking a particular point of view.

While there are other methods in existence, the critical point of digital literacy for students in this case is to ensure that students really understand the credibility of the source before it is trusted as fact or shared with others.

Another way that sources can be checked is through fact-checking websites. For example, Snopes.com is a tool that can check the content of a webpage to verify against other known sources to determine whether the content is likely factually-based. In some cases, Snopes.com has been able to identify hate speech online. For example, in May 2019, Snopes reported on how anti-Islamic hate speech, revealed by their fact-checking technology, was being spread on Facebook through a particular network.141 As a result of the investigation, the network and forum for this hate speech was reportedly disabled.142 The government of Indonesia has also undertaken a similar initiative through its TRUST Positif website.143 Here, internet surfers can insert a URL and verify whether or not a given source is a trusted domain name. Smaller companies dedicated to fact-checking for social good are beginning to evolve on social media platforms, and these tools can be leveraged to avoid the spread of “fake news,” “misinformation” and “disinformation,” some of which is affiliated with terrorist groups.

Conclusion

This chapter highlighted that terrorist organizations are continuously adapting to the evolving technologies and are particularly adept at using social media and the internet for radicalization and recruitment purposes. However, this chapter also notes a number of potential approaches which could contribute towards terrorism prevention.

Firstly, a public-private cooperative and inclusive approach was found to be most important, contributing to the enhancement of all prevention efforts. As noted, there is a distinct lack of understanding within the public sector on how exactly most of these platforms operate and the types of responses these can feasibly take. This was found to be especially the case for smaller, lesser-known online platforms. Hence, it is important to coordinate and consult with all relevant providers when developing legislation and policies, as well as for practical responses. On this note, realistic legislation that sets regulations for prosecuting individuals and organizations, penalizes the content, and makes it illegal to host such content on a platform is also seen to be a valuable response; provided that private sector representatives are engaged during development, to ensure achievability.

Another approach is the blocking of access to content shared by terrorist groups. However, it should be noted that the blocking of entire platforms has unintentional effects on the general population and there is a significant risk of infringing upon universal human rights. Furthermore, online platforms tend to be resilient; when one platform is blocked, another will often surface in its place. Therefore, a potentially more effective approach, although often requiring more man-power and time, is takedowns of terrorist content. While this is primarily implemented as per the private organizations’ own policies, it would also benefit from strong public-private cooperation and collaboration, whereby government agencies can inform platform providers of content to be removed. Additionally, this can be further enhanced by awareness raising and the encouragement of a whole-of-society approach, where every user understands the importance of her or his role in flagging and referring any online content that is in breach of such policies. Those who are responsible for the decision on whether a takedown is required also need further training, particularly in relation to localizing their knowledge and understanding. Having a clear comprehension of the local language and culture will greatly
enhance their decision-making skills on whether specific content should be removed, thereby increasing the effectiveness of the response overall.

On the other side of the coin is “upload filters,” which also could be seen to be a proactive and efficient means for prevention. However, the effectiveness of such an approach has yet to be proven and the technologies for doing so are not yet mature enough to definitively work independently of human review and action.

While these approaches may help to contain the spread of online terrorist propaganda, they will not necessarily stop the flow entirely. Therefore, there is also a need for additional approaches which can address the propaganda that leaks through. One such approach is that of counter-narratives. While the effectiveness of this approach is still disputed, developing a comprehensive counter narrative strategy which delegitimizes and deconstructs the terrorists’ narrative and produces positive and alternative narratives, may assist with addressing the structural and personal grievances which leave individuals and groups vulnerable to radicalization. In this regard, there is a need to enhance the skills - and amplify the dissemination - of those who are appropriately positioned to produce counter narratives, such as former violent extremists and creative young activists, in a manner that is locally tailored, targeted and relevant.

However, there will still be cases where the terrorists’ propaganda reaches the target audience, but the counter narratives do not. Therefore, there is also a need to build the resilience of individuals, especially in the form of digital resilience and media literacy. In this regard, global education sectors have a significant role to play and should adapt their curriculum to include approaches that would provide youth with the understanding and skills to question the credibility of sources more effectively, thereby decreasing the likelihood of being persuaded by terrorist propaganda. It is noted that some governments and private organizations have started to engage in this field. However, at the current stage, the further enhancement of these efforts could be a useful step for governments to take.

Finally, it should also be noted that while these approaches are preventative, they are also reactive in development, based upon previous experiences and the ongoing methods used by terrorist groups. It is of the utmost importance for governments and online platform providers to be forward-looking: assessing how the platforms may be exploited in the future and what possible forthcoming platforms may play a role in radicalization and recruitment. The effective identification of possible future threats will allow for more proactive prevention strategies and ensure positive outcomes.
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